teaching note
Sex Crimes at Sporting Mega Events: A case study

Summary of the Case
The focus of this case study is to review the publication by the

Teaching Strategy
The follow categories breakdown different areas of discussion

media of expected sex crimes in association with sporting mega events.

that can serve as a guideline for facilitating group discussion or iden-

Sex crimes are defined for this purpose as sex trafficking and illegal

tify areas of focus in analyzing the case.

prostitution. The case analysis reviews media advertising used to highlight expected increases in sex crimes during sporting mega events.
Statistical information available on highlighted cases is presented to

Media Impact
The media produces stories that identify large influxes of sex crimes

show the variation in reported figures and actual instances of sex traf-

expected for mega sporting events, however when data is reviewed

ficking. The report also highlights resource allocation and the role that

it is hard to identify how these figures are identified. Media publica-

event planners and host cities take in responding to the media attention

tion is often not warranted when data only supports small increases in

on sex crimes. The focus of this study is to take information presented

sex crimes during major sporting events. The most logical theory to

on previous mega sporting events and utilize it to form an action plan

contribute to this reporting is the idea that sex sells more stories and

for the 2014 World Cup and 2016 Olympic Games being held in Brazil.

can attract audience’s attention in a world where so many different

Teaching Objectives
The objectives of the case are to:
•
•
•
•
•

outlets are competing for the public’s attention. Media has the power to
bring attention to problems, regardless of accuracy, and bring a sense
of legitimacy to the stories being presented (McQuail, 1969). Sex and

Review media advertisement of sex crimes during sporting

violence are used by media outlets to gain public attention and interest

mega events

while creating a more memorable story which can explain the continual

Identify actions event organizers and hosting cities take in com-

reoccurrence of these stories even without supporting data. It should be

bating sex crimes

noted that it is believed that attempts to gain public attention though

Discuss actual figures of sex crimes during sporting mega events

sex and violence may work initially, but continual exposure reduces the

versus publicized figures

effects on the public and they become less sensitized to the informa-

Better understand the struggle to find a balance between public

tion. (Furham. 2013). Media outlets should consider the impact on the

concern and actual concern

public of the information they are presenting, the validity of that infor-

Utilize historical information to form a plan of action for event

mation and how it drives action from involved parties.

organizers and hosting cities in combating media attention and

Classroom activity: In a group discussion format, challenge stu-

sex crimes during the 2014 World Cup and 2016 Olympic Games

dents to identify other instances where the media outlets have reported

The analysis of this case is recommended for undergraduate or

inaccurate information or exaggerated stories and the reactions this

graduate students in communications, business, sociology or event

caused in the general public and for lawmakers. Some examples are

planning fields as well as other similar disciplines. The case study in-

Orson Welles’“War of the Worlds” radio broadcast, Jessica Lynch: survivor

corporates a wide variety of topics including sex crimes, the effects of

vs heroine, Sandy Hook wrong person identified as shooter, and fake

media, resource allocation, and event planning. Topics cover several dif-

pilot names reported in Asiana Flight 214 crash. Discuss the reaction

ferent classes and subjects and as such could be analyzed from a variety

these events caused among the general public, what distractions may

of different angles.

have been caused by the inaccurate reports, and what repercussions

Classroom activities are provided with each teaching strategy to

occurred because of the instances. Group discussion should lead to

expand student’s knowledge on the major learning objectives of the

conversation on the importance of accurate reporting from media out-

case. Some activities require group work or outside research while oth-

lets and what actions should be taken, if any, against those who cause

ers are achievable with group discussions.

unwarranted panic or action from inaccurate reports.

•

Media Impact- Group discussion on inaccurate media coverage

•

Combatting Sex Crimes- Individual or group activity to research
NGO campaigns and then develop their own campaigns

•

Resource Allocation- Group activity playing the role of the major
stakeholders during a SME
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Combatting Sex Crimes
The problem in examining the changes in sex crime rates for host
cities is it is practically impossible to identify what causes the change
in numbers. In instances where cases of sex crimes are low, it is easy to
state that the low numbers were a success story based on initiatives put
63

into place to deter these crimes. However, this is more of an assump-

personal experiences to develop a plan of action for addressing sex

tion by city officials and organizers than a tangible result to measure. In

crimes from the perspective of each stakeholder and present to class-

cases where numbers of sex crimes increased, it is difficult to determine

mates. Students should be creative in their plan of actions and also

if there was a failure on the part of organizers to prevent these act or if

use information from the case study to justify their stance.

the observation and increase in programs to identify victims produced
higher results of identifying crimes already taking place and not neces-

Teaching Approaches
This case study can be used as supplemental support in helping

sarily associated with the event being held. It is estimated that only
a small percentage of sex crimes taking place around the world are

students understand the implications of media advertising, to better un-

reported every year to authorities and support organizations. While

derstand sex crime figures or as a tool to evaluating how to address issues

increased initiatives during sporting mega events serve to help identify

in event planning. Additionally, the case study can be used by students to

and reduce cases of sex crimes, the issue is a “365-day-a-year problem”

learn how to evaluate case studies and write an associated case analysis.

says Bradley Myles, CEO of Polaris Project (Alcindor, 2014).
Classroom activity: Have students research a NGO campaign cre-

The recommendation for this study is to provide copies of the
case study to students and allow students to review the case and data

ated to address sex crimes such as the “Show the Red Card” campaign

provided and create a plan of action for Brazil during the 2014 World

used during the 2012 London Olympics or the “Final Whistle – Stop

Cup and 2016 Olympics to address sex crimes. A follow up classroom or

Forced Prostitution” campaign used during the 2006 World Cup in Ger-

discussion board based conversation should follow to review the ideas

many. Have students discuss the campaigns, perceived effectiveness

presented and discuss how event planners and host cities should ad-

and ways to improve. Break students into teams and using informa-

dress the topic of sex crimes for future sporting mega events. There are

tion presented by classmates and obtained during research, have

a variety of different possibilities in addressing the topic and conversa-

teams create a campaign that they believe will be effective in bringing

tion between students will allow a variety of different views and open

attention to sex crimes, preventing sex crimes or assisting victims of

up possibilities that may not have been considered otherwise. This ad-

sex crimes. Students should create a campaign that is both informative

ditional discussion is especially useful for business and event planning

and visually appealing and present using tools such as handouts, post-

students who may be challenged with problem solving situations in the

ers or the similar. Have students present campaigns and justify why

future. Open discussion of the case and solutions should assist students

they decided on that campaign.

in learning how to think outside of their typical view point and utilize

Resource Allocation
During the planning stages, event organizers must actively work

outside resources to build the best possible resolution.

Discussion Questions
Discussion questions are provided with general answers covering

with local authorities, event security, city officials and residents to
prepare for the influx of people into the host cities and the potential

the posed questions. Student responses outside the provided answers

increase in sex crimes that may follow. Most cities initiate some type of

should be considered acceptable if they provide a valid argument and

preventive actions in dealing with sex crimes reported by the media.

justification for their response. Opposing viewpoints on questions will

These efforts are often costly and involve a significant amount of time

open up discussion between students and should be expanded pending

and volunteers. Resources and funding must be used to sponsor educa-

justification and supporting information are utilized in the discussion.

tion of residents, industry employees, volunteers and security forces,

Prevention

increased security units dedicated to the cause and general advertisement and campaigning will need to be developed. This allocation of
resources in preventing and educating on sex trafficking and illegal
prostitution take away funding and resources from other areas of concern such as terrorism, violent street crimes and general event safety.
Classroom activity: Break students into six groups and assign each
student a role as a key stakeholders in addressing sex crimes during
sporting mega events (event organizers, hosting city officials, general
public, media, NGOs and hospitality industry). Using the information
presented throughout the case, have teams discuss the roles each
major stakeholder has in addressing sex crimes during Sporting Mega
Events. Students should then use the case, outside research and
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•

Media outlets reported an expected 40,000 cases of sex trafficking during the 2006 World Cup held in Germany. Many experts
state this number was unfounded from the start however there
were still expectations of significant increases in sex trafficking.
In your opinion, do you believe the lack of sex trafficking cases
associated with the 2006 World Cup in Berlin had more to do
with the efforts taken to curb sex trafficking or with the fact that
prostitution is a legal trade in Germany?
The lack of sex trafficking during the 2006 World Cup in Berlin
can be attributed significantly to prostitution being a legal trade
in Germany. There was an increase in prostitution demand during the event but no evidence available to support that efforts
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significant increase in identified sex crimes for the state of Indiana

taken during the event curbed sex trafficking. Additionally, it is

however this can’t be directly contributed to the Super Bowl.

not reasonably economically viable to bring large numbers of sex
trafficking victims into the area for an event. This would require

•

•

locating lodging and getting advertisement out for services as well

reporting information without statistical data to back up the

as risk crossing boarders and getting caught to support a short

information presented?

term event when the availably of sex workers is already located

The Media has a great deal of responsibility when it comes to report-

within the general vicinity of the event and without the legal re-

ing inaccurate data. Much of the general public turns to media

course associated.

outlets to understand what is happening in local communities and

Greece saw a 95% increase in sex trafficking in 2004, the same

around the globe. When the media reports inaccurate data this can

year that the Olympics were held in Athens, Greece. There is

cause repercussions though out the community and cause resources

much debate on how much of this increase is associated with

to misallocated, incorrect people to be identified and public panic. In

the Olympic Games. In your opinion, do you believe that the

order to prevent these issues, the media must take responsibility to do

significant increase in sex trafficking rates in Greece during

adequate research and ensure stories presented are statistically and
factually accurate.

2004 has more to do with an actual increase in sex trafficking or
that more cases of sex trafficking were identified though efforts

•

•

With a lack of data to support the figures presented by media

established to reduce sex trafficking?

outlets on sex crimes during sporting events, why do you think

It is likely that the increase in sex trafficking during 2004 at the Ath-

these stories continue to be perpetuated and published prior

ens Olympics can be attributed both to the Olympic Games and the

to a SME?

efforts taken to identify victims. As with other mega sporting events,

The attention placed on sex crimes prior to SMEs can be contribut-

there have been some increases in sex crime victims even if those

ed to several factors. The first is the idea that sex sells media, while

numbers haven’t been significant, therefore one could reason that

research indicates that people are desensitized to sex the more

some of the increase is related to an actually increase in sex traf-

they are exposed media continues to perpetuate stories to gain

ficking during the event. However, as more people were trained in

attention. Second, the more media outlets the report large expec-

identifying victims and reporting them to law enforcement it is pos-

tation of sex crimes, the more accepted the idea becomes by the

sible that incidents already occurring in the area were identified and

general public. This could be influenced by NGOs and other spe-

reported in response to the effort taken to curb sex trafficking.

cial interest groups who are looking to get attention to the topic

Media outlets reported and expected 40,000 cases of sex traf-

or by media outlets attempting to raise numbers as previously

ficking during the 2010 World Cup in South Africa, however

indicated. Finally, there is a generally accepted idea that sporting

reports showed no significant increase in rates. Unlike Ger-

events bring large groups of men to an area and that the “boys will

many who saw reports for the same number and had a similar

be boys” mentality which causes large amounts of alcohol intake

outcome, prostitution is not legal in South Africa. What do you

and increased sexual desires to be fulfilled. Because of the expec-

think explains this difference?

tation that there is a large demand for sex during sporting events,

While prostitution is not legal in South Africa, evidence still shows that

it can also be assumed that there would be a need to satisfy this

it does exist in the country. As reported in the case study there was a

demand. Unfortunately, this theory relies on perception and not

slight increase in the demand for prostitutes and it can be assumed

actual data to support it concluding that reporters are not doing

that if a demand for sex increased with the World Cup, it was satisfied

adequate research prior to presenting the idea.

though illegal prostitution in the area. Additionally, it is possible that
sex trafficking did increase during the event and efforts created to
identify this situation failed to provide value for the region.

Statistical Data
•

What responsibility do you feel media outlets should have in

Responsibilities
•

What responsibility do you think that event organizers have in
responding to media coverage on sex crimes during sporting
mega events?

Was there a statistically significant increase in sex crime rates

Event organizers must address sex crimes during the planning

during the 2012 Indianapolis Super Bowl? Why or why not?

process and long before media coverage starts talking about sex

Figures available only show sex crimes for the entire state of Indiana

crimes. When deciding where to hold an event and what venues to

and do not focus into the specific area Indianapolis where the Super

partner with, event organizers must consider the location’s stance

Bowl was held. While the amount of cases identified more than dou-

on sex crimes and how they address the issues. After the planning

bled between 2012 and 2013 there is no clear indication that these

process, event organizers must ensure that their staff and volunteers

increases can be attributed to the Super Bowl. There was a statistically

are trained on identifying sex crimes the same way they would be
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•

on first aid or terrorist response. Finally, event organizers should

staff and other members of the general public on how to identify

work with local governments and NGOs in supporting initiatives to

victims of sex trafficking and report suspect behavior to officials.

combat sex crimes. This will ensure the event organizers are taking

NGOs should host campaigns to assist victims, find ways to com-

a stand against the issue but also not exasperating their internal

municate hotline information to victims and provide support to

resources to address the problem.

victims that are identified and rescued. Law enforcement should

How do you think hosting cities should address the concern of

work with the local community including those legally practicing

sex trafficking and prostitution during sporting mega events?

prostitution to help identify suspected cases of sex trafficking and

Regardless of the status on hosting a SME, government officials

remove these victims from the environment.

should create laws to protect victims of sex trafficking and support
efforts for combating sex trafficking. During SMEs hosting cities
should provide resources for victims, train government officials
and police forces on identifying sex trafficking victims and also find
ways to address illegal prostitution without displacing the workers
or infringing on their human rights. Hosting cities should support
initiatives of NGO by contributing funding to the groups and their
campaigns and also by supporting training efforts. Finally, to best
address sex crimes during SMEs, host cities must address the prob•
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lem year round though training and advertisement programs.
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Imagine you are an event organizer for a SME, is the alloca-
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tion of resources, including funding and time, to the efforts of
preventing sex trafficking and prostitution justifiable during
sporting mega events? What about from the perspective of the
hosting government?
As an event organizer, using a significant amount of resources
or funding from the event would not be justifiable based on the
figures available on sex crimes during sporting mega events.
However, supporting other organizational efforts would be justifiable to show a commitment to the cause and a desire to prevent
sex crimes from occurring during the event. The time spent to
train employees and volunteers as well as participate in government and NGO efforts would be justifiable. From the position of a
hosting government, putting funding into sex crimes is justifiable
because it is an issue that needs to be addressed year round and
sporting mega events bring public attention to the problem and
help support efforts. Utilizing some resources and funding will
help ensure that NGOs can fund their campaign efforts and that
local authorities and city officials are trained in spotting victims
and getting them the protection required.
•
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